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INTRODUCTION

This tour starts with one of Cleveland’s most iconic public

sculptures, Free Stamp, by Claes Oldenburg and Coosje van

Bruggen, and then spins outward through the city, to corners

lesser known and to works that might not conform to

traditional notions of sculpture, but that occupy public space in

ways no less resonant. Unless you’re in the know, the histories of

these works are often opaque; the average visitor has little

access to information about who commissioned and paid for

them, what purposes they were intended to serve, and how

they have changed, materially or contextually, in the years since

they were first installed. What stories, values, and commitments

have been obscured over time, or hidden in plain sight?

“Cleveland Outdoor Sculpture Reconsidered” offers an

idiosyncratic introduction to the city’s public art, which

becomes a lens through which to understand the city itself, and

all the many histories layered beneath the surface of 

what is visible.
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MAP OF THE TOUR
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CLICK FOR 

A GOOGLE MAP

OF THE TOUR

https://goo.gl/maps/iBLyWcRrMk8qzCBR7
https://www.google.com/maps/d/edit?mid=1og5PupkGusNh4mxrVMAjDpV6R-Kz7txX&usp=sharing
https://www.google.com/maps/d/edit?mid=1og5PupkGusNh4mxrVMAjDpV6R-Kz7txX&usp=sharing
https://www.google.com/maps/d/edit?mid=1og5PupkGusNh4mxrVMAjDpV6R-Kz7txX&usp=sharing


The story of how Free Stamp came to rest in

Willard Park begins a few blocks away. In front of

the skyscraper at 200 Public Square, a large

marble planter hugs the left side of the facade,

hiding a squat staircase; built into the slightly

sloping site, the rectangular slab was intended

to serve as the pedestal—or really, the “ink pad”—

for a giant steel-and-aluminum hand stamp

designed by artist duo Claes Oldenburg and

Coosje van Bruggen. In their original design, the

stamp would have been face down, its message

or image left to the viewer’s imagination. The

sculpture would have been dominated by an

intensely vertical “handle,” a rather whimsical

complement to the staid corporate architecture

and a blunt retort to the delicate shape of the

Soldiers' and Sailors' Monument that occupies

Public Square. 

So how did the stamp wind up in Willard Park in

a completely different orientation? Here’s the

short version of the saga art historian Edward J.

Olszewski details in his 2017 book on Free

Stamp. Oil company Sohio commissioned the

work in 1982 as part of a $200 million project to

construct their new world headquarters at 200

Public Square. In 1986, with the project

underway, Sohio (then called Standard Oil Co.)

was bought out completely by oil giant British

Petroleum (BP). BP’s leadership nixed the

sculpture, but the work—which had been

donated to and approved by the city—was saved

through pressure from the artists, city officials,

and prominent members of Cleveland’s arts

community. Oldenburg and van Bruggen agreed

to relocate it, and, believing its original form no

longer  made  sense,  reconceived  the  sculpture 

as  a  stamp  that had  been  tossed  onto its side
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(perhaps from the upper floors of the BP

building), landing in a nearby green space

with the letters “FREE” now visible, in

reverse, on the stamp’s face.

Free Stamp now sits next to city hall,

across from the Federal Building, and just

a few blocks from many of Cleveland’s

downtown courthouses; for people com-

ing and going down Lakeside Avenue, the

word “FREE” likely has resonances the

artists had not even anticipated. (This was

undoubtedly true during the uprisings for

racial justice in the late spring and

summer of 2020.) Standing by the top of

the stamp’s handle, Lake Erie also comes

into view, nodding to Cleveland’s past as a

final stop on the Underground Railroad.

Free Stamp is surely still whimsical, but in

its present location, it also carries

surprising weight.

LOCATED  AT  WILLARD  PARK

601  LAKESIDE  AVE  E ,  CLEVELAND ,  OH  44114

FREE STAMP
 Claes Oldenburg and Coosje van Bruggen

https://www.google.com/maps/place/Free+Stamp/@41.5053759,-81.6946492,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x8830f0821f8d7e7d:0xf79bdc6b136a24c5!8m2!3d41.5053719!4d-81.6924605


Subsequent panels detail the history of

Ethiopia, charting the migration and

development of prominent ethnic

groups, notably the Konso; the Axum and

Lalibela civilizations; and the succession

of four emperors, all the way up to the

period of modernization.

The Ethiopian Cultural Garden, similar to

other nation-based gardens, came about

through a core team of dedicated

volunteers and collaboration with the

Cultural Gardens Federation. Dr. Carl

Robson, a long-time family practitioner

in the Hough-Norwood area (and owner,

with his wife, of Empress Taytu Ethiopian

Restaurant), led the initiative to establish

the garden through his non-profit

Menelik Hall Foundation, a charitable

organization that sponsors a variety of

Ethiopian and African projects in

Cleveland. According to Menelik Hall’s

website, the mosaic was just the first

phase of planned development for the

garden; as of summer 2020, a timeline

for further work has yet to be announced.

LOCATED ON MARTIN LUTHER KING JR DR.

1445  MARTIN  LUTHER  KING  JR  DR ,

CLEVELAND ,  OH  44106

ETHIOPIAN CULTURAL
GARDEN

On a spring afternoon in 2019, the Ethiopian

Cultural Garden became the first garden

representing an African nation in the Cleveland

Cultural Gardens. Located on Cleveland’s East

Side, in Rockefeller Park, the Ethiopian Garden

is one of 33 botanical gardens filled with

sculpture, fountains, and celebrations of

Cleveland’s varied immigrant communities.

Founded in 1916, the Cleveland Cultural

Gardens promote “peace through mutual

understanding,” serving, in the words of

Gardens Federation vice president Paul Burik,

as “storefront windows” into the city’s different

ethnic groups, more accessible than

community centers or churches that tend to be

frequented only by those in each community.

Occupying a curved plot that hugs Martin

Luther King Jr. Drive, the Ethiopian Cultural

Garden features a  double-sided  mosaic that 

 stands  12 feet high and 15 feet wide, and

includes a list of Ethiopia’s more than 80 ethnic

groups. Addis Ababa-based artist Zerihun

Yetmgeta collaborated with Cleveland-based

mosaicist Ernesto Spinelli to bring their own

perspectives as Ethiopian artists to the garden.

The south facing wall translates into tilework

Yatmgeta’s painting “When the Sun Gets the

Moon,” both a reference to the sun as the

source of all life and a plea to save the planet

from environmental degradation. The north

facing side depicts a wide sweeping summary

of Ethiopian history from the ancient to the

modern. The first panel shows Ethiopia as the

cradle of civilization, where the 3.2-million-

year-old skeleton “Lucy” was discovered by

paleoanthropologist Donald Johanson—who,

incidentally, was then a curator  at  the 

 Cleveland  Museum  of  Natural History.
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https://www.google.com/maps/place/1445+Martin+Luther+King+Jr+Dr,+Cleveland,+OH+44108/@41.5408556,-81.6340249,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x8830f96409029907:0xab5a56f4e8e78002!8m2!3d41.5408556!4d-81.6318362
https://www.google.com/maps/place/1445+Martin+Luther+King+Jr+Dr,+Cleveland,+OH+44108/@41.5408556,-81.6340249,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x8830f96409029907:0xab5a56f4e8e78002!8m2!3d41.5408556!4d-81.6318362
https://www.google.com/maps/place/1445+Martin+Luther+King+Jr+Dr,+Cleveland,+OH+44108/@41.5408556,-81.6340249,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x8830f96409029907:0xab5a56f4e8e78002!8m2!3d41.5408556!4d-81.6318362


On the campus of Case Western Reserve

University, a stone’s throw from the

Cleveland Museum of Art, two sculptures by

Athena Tacha straddle Bellflower Road.

Sited on East Bell Commons, the 1981

sculpture Twist is made from heavy stone

slabs stacked into a form that resembles a

squat bridge. The gray slabs fan out from a

central axis, like playing cards laid out on a

table, or—perhaps more apt for a college

campus—like books precariously piled on a

student’s desk. Inspired by geologic strata

that occur naturally in rock formations,

Tacha used stones that were smooth on top

and rough-hewn around the edges, creating

an alternating textural effect. That internal

dynamism expands outward; as the viewer

walks around the work, the sculpture’s

profile changes dramatically from every

angle.

Across the road on Mather Quad, the much

more ambitious work Merging (which was

installed in 1986 and restored in 2000) is

similarly composed of stacked geometric

forms; where those shapes coalesce into a

compressed set of steps in Twist, in Merging

they splay outward in all directions, creating

something   of   a    flattened  ziggurat.     The 

(see next page)

TWIST: UNIVERSITY CIRCLE, CLEVELAND,

MERGING: UNIVERSITY CIRCLE,

LOCATED AT CASE WESTERN RESERVE

UNIVERSITY 

OH 44106

CLEVELAND,  OH 44106

TWIST       MERGING
Athena Tacha
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https://www.google.com/maps/place/%E2%80%9CTwist%E2%80%9D+by+Athena+Tacha/@41.5090137,-81.6124735,16z/data=!4m8!1m2!2m1!1stwist+sculpture+case+western+!3m4!1s0x8830fbfe21b8c209:0xd01ca44c5ad1cfd1!8m2!3d41.50951!4d-81.6084153
https://www.google.com/maps/place/%E2%80%9CTwist%E2%80%9D+by+Athena+Tacha/@41.5090137,-81.6124735,16z/data=!4m8!1m2!2m1!1stwist+sculpture+case+western+!3m4!1s0x8830fbfe21b8c209:0xd01ca44c5ad1cfd1!8m2!3d41.50951!4d-81.6084153
https://www.google.com/maps/place/%E2%80%9CTwist%E2%80%9D+by+Athena+Tacha/@41.5090137,-81.6124735,16z/data=!4m8!1m2!2m1!1stwist+sculpture+case+western+!3m4!1s0x8830fbfe21b8c209:0xd01ca44c5ad1cfd1!8m2!3d41.50951!4d-81.6084153
https://www.google.com/maps/place/%22Merging%22+fountain+by+Athena+Tacha/@41.509018,-81.6102848,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x8830fb1b8e1b33fd:0x24c6dc2e41b10d20!8m2!3d41.509014!4d-81.6080961
https://goo.gl/maps/nWKqBAkiUynSfvzj8
https://www.google.com/maps/place/%E2%80%9CTwist%E2%80%9D+by+Athena+Tacha/@41.5090137,-81.6124735,16z/data=!4m8!1m2!2m1!1stwist+sculpture+case+western+!3m4!1s0x8830fbfe21b8c209:0xd01ca44c5ad1cfd1!8m2!3d41.50951!4d-81.6084153
https://www.google.com/maps/place/%22Merging%22+fountain+by+Athena+Tacha/@41.509018,-81.6102848,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x8830fb1b8e1b33fd:0x24c6dc2e41b10d20!8m2!3d41.509014!4d-81.6080961
https://www.google.com/maps/place/%22Merging%22+fountain+by+Athena+Tacha/@41.509018,-81.6102848,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x8830fb1b8e1b33fd:0x24c6dc2e41b10d20!8m2!3d41.509014!4d-81.6080961
https://www.google.com/maps/place/%22Merging%22+fountain+by+Athena+Tacha/@41.509018,-81.6102848,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x8830fb1b8e1b33fd:0x24c6dc2e41b10d20!8m2!3d41.509014!4d-81.6080961


LOCATED AT CASE WESTERN RESERVE

UNIVERISTY 

(continued)
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TWIST       MERGINGAND

conceit and title of the sculpture refer to two historic

events: the merging of the Case Institute of Technology

with the Western Reserve University, which occurred

20 years prior to the installation of the sculpture, and

the merging of the University with the Women’s

College. One side of Merging is polished red granite,

which, when clean, steadily bounces sunlight off its flat

surfaces. The other side, however, was designed for

running water that sends that same sunlight dancing

and shimmering.  Tacha  sees  the contrast  as invoking 

Athena Tacha

states of rest and movement, as

the sculpture can function as

both steps and seating. Tacha,

who was curator of modern art

and later professor of sculpture

at nearby Oberlin College from

the 1960s until 2000, has also

been deeply invested over the

course of her career in the

maintenance and stewardship

of public art, as well as the

environmental conditions that

impact a work’s appearance

and lifespan. Merging, which

students have nicknamed the

“wet/dry fountain,” features

running water intermittently,

making the sculpture’s

fulfillment dependent on

bureaucratic decision-making

and the fluctuations of the

seasons and the academic year.

https://goo.gl/maps/nWKqBAkiUynSfvzj8


Just after midnight on March 24,

1970, a metal pipe bomb filled with

dynamite exploded outside the

south entrance to the Cleveland

Museum of Art, forever changing

one of the institution's most iconic

works, Auguste Rodin’s The Thinker.

One of fewer than ten bronze casts

of the work made during Rodin’s

lifetime, the sculpture was a gift to

the CMA from Ralph T. King—the

largest holder of downtown

Cleveland real estate at the turn of

the century. Installed at the CMA a

little more than a year after the

museum first opened to the public

in 1916, Rodin’s Thinker sat hunched

in contemplation for decades,

without incident. 

The bomb blasted through the

lower portion of the sculpture,

obliterating the figure’s legs and

the rocky formation on which he

was perched, leaving a gaping hole

at the bottom of the work and

subtly warping what remains of the

figure’s body. Concluding that

restoration would be prohibitively

costly and likely unsuccessful, the

CMA opted to re-mount the

damaged work and put it back on

view in its original site, where it can

be seen today.

The full story of the bombing is still

a    mystery.    Some    believed   the

perpetrators were  members  of the

LOCATED  AT  THE  CLEVELAND

MUSEUM  OF  ART

1 1 150  EAST  BLVD ,  CLEVELAND ,

OH  44106

Weathermen, who had a presence at Case Western,

but they never claimed responsibility, nor did

anyone else who was tied to anti-Vietnam protests.

Someone hastily wrote “Off the ruling class” onto the

sculpture’s pedestal just after the bombing,

indicating a critique of the museum as a bourgeois,

elite institution, while local politics, specifically racial

tensions arising from demographic shifts in

neighborhoods close to the museum, might have

also played a role. The case went cold for nearly fifty

years, until 2017, when a curator at the museum

received a tip about the identity of the bomber; the

tip was passed on to the FBI, but, as of August 2020,

no further details have been made public. 

THE THINKER
Auguste Rodin
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https://www.google.com/maps/search/rodin+the+thinker+The+Cleveland+Museum+of+Art/@41.5086645,-81.6139929,17z/data=!3m1!4b1


In the heart of Little Italy, a modest statue of

Cristoforo Colombo—better known to English

speakers as Christopher Columbus—stands at

the southeast entrance to Tony Brush Park. The

statue functions as an incongruous mascot, its

simple stonework a jarring contrast to the

colorful playground that dominates the park,

re-named in 1993 for boxer Anthony Brescia,

better known in the community as Tony Brush.

The Colombo statue was originally installed in

1988 at Holy Rosary Catholic Church on Mayfield

Road, and later relocated a block south to the

park. Designed and carved by artist Louis

Regalbuto, Colombo holds a rolled document

and an astrolabe, tools of conquest and

navigation. The inscription on the front of his

pedestal reads, “Discoverer of America,” while

the side lists the donors and community

members responsible for the statue, most

prominently a group called the “Little Italy

Retirees,” of which Regalbuto was a member.

In summer 2020, in the wake of worldwide

uprisings for racial justice that led to the

dismantling or destruction of Confederate and

colonial monuments, a Change.org petition

demanding the removal of Cleveland’s

Colombo statue garnered several thousand

signatures. Citing Columbus’s racist, colonialist,

and genocidal history, and his dubious Italian

origins, the petition proposed replacing

Colombo with a statue of a true Italian

luminary: Ettore (Hector) Boiardi, aka Chef

Boyardee.

Born in Piacenza, Boiardi immigrated to

the U.S. in 1914 and eventually settled in

Cleveland, where he opened up a

successful restaurant that became the

precursor to his commercial food

empire, which helped feed American

soldiers during World War II. Little Italy

was actually the site of yet another

major innovation in Italian-American

cuisine, with the invention of the

macaroni machine shortly after the turn

of the century, making a monument to

Boiardi wholly appropriate as an anchor

for a neighborhood still home to Italian

restaurants, bakeries, and markets.

LOCATED  AT  TONY  BRUSH  PARK

12002  MAYFIELD  RD ,

CLEVELAND ,  OH  44106

CRISTOFORO COLOMBO
Louis Regalbuto
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https://www.google.com/maps/place/Tony+Brush+Park/@41.5083499,-81.601232,16.46z/data=!4m5!3m4!1s0x8830fc769ecfefaf:0xef4cc2323ac31415!8m2!3d41.5082804!4d-81.5995664
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Tony+Brush+Park/@41.5083499,-81.601232,16.46z/data=!4m5!3m4!1s0x8830fc769ecfefaf:0xef4cc2323ac31415!8m2!3d41.5082804!4d-81.5995664


LOCATED  AT  THE  WOODLAND  AND  

LAKEVIEW  CEMETERIES ,  RESPECTIVELY

6901  QUINCY  AVE ,  CLEVELAND  OH  44106

12316  EUCLID  AVE ,  CLEVELAND ,  OH  44106

SARA LUCY BAGBY JOHNSON
HEADSTONE 
ROCKEFELLER’S OBELISK

The last person to be legally prosecuted for escaping

chattel slavery and the richest person in modern

history are buried approximately three miles apart in

Woodland Cemetery and Lake View Cemetery,

respectively. Born within several years of each other,

these two important figures in American history

both established themselves in Cleveland in young

adulthood, but the lives they led—and the way they

have been memorialized in death—could not be

more different. In 1861, Sara Lucy Bagby Johnson was

the last person to be captured and returned into

slavery under the Fugitive Slave Act. Meanwhile, in

1863, John D. Rockefeller built the first oil refinery of

what became Standard Oil Company, an enterprise

that generated a fortune that redefined the meaning

of wealth in America. The striking differences in their

burial monuments force us to consider how private

monuments re-enforce or transform what and how

we remember.

For the first 106 years of her internment, Bagby—who

had returned to Cleveland in 1863 after the

Emancipation Proclamation—was buried in an

unmarked grave in Woodland Cemetery, a long-

neglected historic site currently undergoing

restoration. Michelle Day, who runs the Woodland

Cemetery Foundation, led the charge to install a

proper headstone in 2010, after having previously

made a wooden crucifix to mark the grave.

Northcoast Memorials in Willoughby donated the

simple headstone, which bears the inscription

“Unfettered and Free.” In contrast, Rockefeller’s

burial site was prepared in 1899, nearly 40 years

before his death, with the establishment of the

Rockfeller family plot. Located at one of the highest

points in Lake View Cemetery, close to the James A.

Garfield Memorial, the plot is marked by a 65-foot-

tall granite obelisk atop a square base.

At the time of construction, the

monument was both the largest

granite shaft ever quarried in

America (in Barre, Vermont), and

the tallest headstone erected over

a private gravesite. At a combined

weight of 122 tons, the obelisk and

base bore the maximum weight

the railroad could carry without

straining its bridges, though the

railway nevertheless had to make

specially designed cars to carry the

load. Through business practices

that were controversial at the time

and would be illegal today,

Rockefeller amassed a fortune that

afforded him an opulent gravesite

costing $60,000 in 1899—equal to

more than $1.8 million in 2020.
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AND

CLICK HERE FOR

DIRECTIONS TO

SLBJ HEADSTONE

https://www.google.com/maps/place/6901+Quincy+Ave,+Cleveland,+OH+44104/@41.4934037,-81.6437385,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x8830fb06cfb6fc63:0xbdfd39b988a309d0!8m2!3d41.4933997!4d-81.6415498
https://www.google.com/maps/search/rockefeller+obelisk+Lake+View+Cemetery/@41.5125287,-81.5969898,17z/data=!3m1!4b1
https://goo.gl/maps/iBLyWcRrMk8qzCBR7
https://documentcloud.adobe.com/link/track?uri=urn:aaid:scds:US:4bacdbe4-daba-4617-ae2d-dbd41cfb476d


LOCATED  AT  JAMES  FORD  RHODES  

HIGH  SCHOOL

5100  BIDDULPH  RD ,  CLEVELAND ,  OH  44144

JESSE OWENS OLYMPIC OAK
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Many Clevelanders know that track star Jesse

Owens grew up in the city after moving here

from the South during the height of the Great

Migration. Few Clevelanders are likely aware,

however, that planted behind James Ford

Rhodes High School in Old Brooklyn is an oak

tree Owens received from the Nazis at the 1936

Olympics. The tree, officially the Jesse Owens

Olympic Oak, was one of three or four saplings

he brought back to the U.S. from Berlin,

Germany, where he was the first American in

Olympic Track and Field history to win four gold

medals in a single Olympiad. He planted one

tree behind his mother’s house, which was torn

down along with the tree in the 1960s; and

another at Rhodes, where he had been bussed

to run track, though he had actually attended

East Technical High School in Central Cleveland. 

The other two trees have disputed histories:

Owens claimed one died and the other was

planted at The Ohio State University, where he

attended college, but searches for the oak have

not yielded a definitive identification. Others say

he planted a tree at East Tech that did not

survive. It is also possible that Owens was never

in possession of a fourth tree, which was instead

claimed by his 400-meter-relay teammates, two

of whom, Foy Draper and Frank Wykoff, planted

an Olympic oak at the University of Southern

California; that tree died of root rot in 2002, and

was replaced with a tree of the same variety.

Whatever the fate of the other two or three

Owens oaks, the tree at Rhodes High School is

the only one still alive whose provenance is

undisputed, though it, too, has been suffering for

some time of old age and disease. Working with

Holden Arboretum and the Cleveland

Metropolitan    School    District,    Old    Brooklyn

Development Corporation (OBCDC)

began a grafting project in 2016 that has

enabled them to clone the Owens oak.

By summer 2020, they had successfully

grown several clones, one of which has

been planted for safe-keeping on the

grounds of the arboretum, and a second

of which will be planted in Rockefeller

Park, near a bike path named for

Olympic runner William Harrison Dillard.

The OBCDC hopes to use the oaks to

draw attention to the racism Owens

experienced in Cleveland before, during,

and after his Olympic career, and to

create opportunities for Black and Brown

youth in Old Brooklyn today—a

neighborhood that was once one of the

wealthiest in the city, with a population

that was almost entirely white when

Owens commuted there to run the track

at Rhodes.

https://www.google.com/maps/place/James+Ford+Rhodes+High+School/@41.4303619,-81.7229378,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x8830efa4fd5762dd:0xedd9620fefe93904!8m2!3d41.4303619!4d-81.7213384


They had never used the silos, which were

intended to hold plastic pellets, and

Malley’s snatched them up after a wider

search for parts had failed. The silos were

originally white, and had to be painted pink

—in what became a more complicated task

than anticipated—by a commercial sign

painter, before the letters spelling each

word were then applied in black on both

the front and back of the silos. Malley’s does

not disclose where they source materials

for their chocolates, but they did indicate

that their cocoa, milk, and sugar all come

from outside of northeast Ohio, bringing a

tale of globalization full circle.

LOCATED  AT  MALLEY ’S  CHOCOLATES  

13400  BROOKPARK  RD ,

CLEVELAND ,  OH  44135

COCOA, MILK, AND
SUGAR SILOS Malley's Chocolates
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Visible from the 480 freeway, three bright

pink silos marked “Cocoa,” “Milk,” and

“Sugar” sit on the grounds of Malley’s

Chocolates in Brook Park. The location is

home to the company’s chocolate factory

and a shop lined with shelves painted in a

shade staff simply call “the Malley pink.”

(The color is hard to put your finger on, but

it’s quite close to Baker-Miller pink, which

has famously been shown in psychiatric

experiments to have a calming effect.)

Malley’s has been a local institution since

opening their first, much more modest

shop in Lakewood in 1935. Erected at Brook

Park in 2011, the silos each measure 12 feet

wide and 88 feet tall, and can hold up to

100,000 pounds of raw material. Malley’s

originally planned to use them to store

milk, cocoa, and sugar, which would have

been moved into the building through an

underground vacuum pipe system, but they

wound up scrapping that plan before the

silos were fully installed. 

Now purely decorative, the silos

nevertheless have a history that reflects the

changing industrial landscape of the

region. The distinctiveness and monumen-

tality of the silos has turned them from a

simple branding gimmick into a local

landmark, often used for wayfinding. They

were sourced from the former Laich

Industries Corp., located on Keystone Park-

way, directly across the freeway from the

Malley’s factory. Laich made injection-

molded plastic housewares such as resin

furniture, dishpans, and sink sets, as well as

sports novelty items, until they declared

bankruptcy in 2005 after losing significant

business to competitors in Asia.

https://www.google.com/maps/place/13400+Brookpark+Rd,+Brook+Park,+OH+44142/@41.4193384,-81.7868609,17z/data=!4m5!3m4!1s0x8830ec2f2f8f3a5f:0x5acf27b0be3c6181!8m2!3d41.4195074!4d-81.7846829
https://www.google.com/maps/place/13400+Brookpark+Rd,+Brook+Park,+OH+44142/@41.4193384,-81.7868609,17z/data=!4m5!3m4!1s0x8830ec2f2f8f3a5f:0x5acf27b0be3c6181!8m2!3d41.4195074!4d-81.7846829


Andrea Gyorody is the Ellen Johnson ’33 Assistant Curator of Modern and
Contemporary Art at the Allen Memorial Art Museum at Oberlin College.
Her exhibition Afterlives of the Black Atlantic (2019-20), co-curated with
Matthew Francis Rarey, received a 2020 Award for Curatorial Excellence
from the Association of Art Museum Curators. Other recent exhibitions
include Forms Larger and Bolder: Eva Hesse Drawings (2019-20), co-
curated with Barry Rosen; and THE RENDERING (H X W X D =), a major
commission by Barbara Bloom for the inaugural FRONT International:
Cleveland Triennial for Contemporary Art. Gyorody has previously held
positions at the Los Angeles County Museum of Art, Getty Research
Institute, and Museum of Contemporary Art Los Angeles. A specialist in
twentieth- and twenty-first-century European and American art, her
writing has appeared in Artforum, Hyperallergic, and Gastronomica: The
Journal of Food and Culture, and she currently serves as editor of Digest,
the online publication of the LA-based arts organization Active Cultures.
She received a PhD from the University of California, Los Angeles, and an
MA from the Williams College Graduate Program in the History of Art. 

Lo Smith is an independent curator and artist, most recently serving as the
Curatorial Assistant for FRONT International Cleveland Triennial for
Contemporary Art.

 

The curators wish to thank Dr. Carl Robson and Ernesto Spinelli, Jeff Verespej, Dan Malley,
and Michelle Day  for their  assistance,  and for their impassioned stewardship of the
Ethiopian Cultural Garden, Jesse Owens Olympic Oak, Malley's silos, and Woodland

Cemetery Foundation respectively. The Sculpture Center wishes to thank the numerous

individuals and institutions that have helped make this tour possible: Bill Barrow, Rian
Brown Orso, David Burke, Emma Risley, Aleksa Sorgatz, and Destination Cleveland.

Photo Credits: Free Stamp, The Sculpture Center; All others: Andrea Gyorody and Lo Smith.

Note: The works selected on this tour were made independently  without financial
incentive or gain. Neither the curators nor The Sculpture Center has received any specific
benefit for the tour selections.

ABOUT THE CURATORS
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Andrea Gyorody and Lo Smith



The Sculpture Center (TSC) celebrates ideas, risk-taking, and creative
expression which provide cultural experiences that enhance the
understanding of art of our time. TSC provides a nurturing and

professional environment where early and mid-career sculptors of Ohio
and the greater region are encouraged to create new work. Through
exhibitions and education programs, TSC prompts a broad cultural

dialogue with an inclusive community of artists, educators, and audiences
in the Ohio region.

In 2000 TSC founded the Ohio Outdoor Sculpture (OOS) database
following its participation in Save Outdoor Sculpture!. OOS is the largest
online collection of images, historical data and condition information of a

growing list of 1,500 publicly accessible outdoor sculptures in Ohio.
OOS encourages communities to recognize, appreciate, and preserve their

outdoor public sculpture.

The Sculpture Center graciously thanks its generous sponsors who make
this project possible with their ongoing support.

1834 E 123rd Street Cleveland, Ohio 44106, sculpturecenter.org


